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KREG AUTOMAXX BENCH CLAMP 152 MM

€57,99 (excl. VAT)

Bench clamps are the ideal solution for clamping pieces on the workbench. These versatile clamps are
ideal for making perfectly fitting connections with Kreg Joinery™ and for connections in general, milling,

sawing, sanding, drilling, etc. Bench clamps are compatible with the Clamp Trak™, the bench clamp base,
the clamping table, the mobile workcentre, etc. to secure workpieces with an extra-large clamping area

that evenly distributes the clamping force. Thanks to Automaxx® technology, the bench clamps
automatically adjust to the thickness of the material, with a single push of the handle, whether the

material is thick, thin or somewhere in between. In addition, the clamping pressure of these clamps can
be easily adjusted with a set screw.

SKU: KRE-KBC6
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Bench clamps are the ideal solution for clamping pieces on the workbench. These versatile clamps are ideal for
making perfectly fitting connections with Kreg Joinery™ and for connections in general, milling, sawing,

sanding, drilling, etc. Bench clamps are compatible with the Clamp Trak™, the bench clamp base, the clamping
table, the mobile workcentre, etc. to secure workpieces with an extra-large clamping area that evenly

distributes the clamping force. Thanks to Automaxx® technology, the bench clamps automatically adjust to the
thickness of the material, with a single push of the handle, whether the material is thick, thin or somewhere in

between. In addition, the clamping pressure of these clamps can be easily adjusted with a set screw.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Clamping depth of 152 mm
Clamps materials up to 127 mm thick

Adjusts automatically to the material thickness
Easy to regulate force by adjusting screw

Large clamping surfaces prevent damage to your workpiece
Compatible with the Kreg Clamp Table, Clamp Trak, Clamp Plate, and the Universal Trak Kits

DESCRIPTION

Bench clamps are the ideal solution for clamping pieces on the workbench. These versatile clamps are ideal for
making perfectly fitting connections with Kreg Joinery™ and for connections in general, milling, sawing,

sanding, drilling, etc. Bench clamps are compatible with the Clamp Trak™, the bench clamp base, the clamping
table, the mobile workcentre, etc. to secure workpieces with an extra-large clamping area that evenly

distributes the clamping force. Thanks to Automaxx® technology, the bench clamps automatically adjust to the
thickness of the material, with a single push of the handle, whether the material is thick, thin or somewhere in

between. In addition, the clamping pressure of these clamps can be easily adjusted with a set screw.
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